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Chipperfield St Paul
Application to amend faculty provisions for Garden of Remembrance to allow granite as well as
Nabresina stones

The PCC have now agreed to apply for permission to offer honed lunar granite as an alternative to
Nabresina (and to deal with some existing laid stones which are already granite). This application is
made on behalf of the PCC to cover any memorials in the New Garden of Remembrance, past and
future. AW proposed and AB seconded the motion that there should be a choice of two stones,
Nabresina Limestone and honed Lunar Granite. This was agreed unanimously.

Emma Critchley
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Emma Critchley
04 June 2019 12:35
Michele du Saire
RE: Chipperfield, St Paul - Faculty papers for Garden of Remembrance

Dare Michele,
I have received the faculty appears on loan from HALS and will arrange for the details to be forwarded to you.
The main design for the new Garden of Remembrance specifies that there will be Inscribed Stone Plaques to mark
site of each Interment. Each plaque to be 28cm x 20cm with uniform size and style of text and set just below ground
level to facilitate grass cutting. The correspondence indicates that the plaques should be of “standard design and
material” (letter from DAC Secretary 13 November 2006) but the stone type is not specified.
There is a specific direction from the Chancellor on the faculty petition, as follows: “No granite is to be used without
prior specific consent from the Consistory Court”.
It appears that there is therefore some flexibility for you and the PCC to agree a different stone (or range of stones)
that would be more hardwearing than Nabresina when set horizontally, provided that if granite is to be used, specific
permission will be needed from the Chancellor.
Best wishes,
Emma
Emma Critchley
Pastoral and Advisory Secretary
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Did you know you can now apply for DAC advice online? Have a look at the portal at https://myd.io/stalbans/.

_____________________________________________
From: Emma Critchley
Sent: 31 May 2019 17:28
To: HALS Enquiries <hals.enquiries@hertfordshire.gov.uk>
Cc: Michele du Saire <rector.hcsp@gmail.com>
Subject: Chipperfield, St Paul - Faculty papers for Garden of Remembrance
Dear all,
Please could you send me on loan the faculty papers for the faculty issued on 21 August 2007 for a new Garden of
Remembrance? The catalogue reference is DS/F/1356/255.
[Michele – the catalogue indicates that the first Garden of Remembrance was created in 1947.]
Many thanks.
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SAMPLES PROVIDED TO US BY THE STONEMASON

Extract from the minutes of 28 April 2020 – St Paul’s PCC
9.3 Garden of Remembrance: choice of stone for memorials
The notes and photographs of Nabresina Limestone and Lunar Granite were circulated prior to the
meeting. There has been a request that families can have the choice of these two stones for
memorials, rather than being restricted to Nabresina only.
AW proposed and AB seconded the motion that there should be a choice of two stones, Nabresina
Limestone and Lunar Granite. This was agreed unanimously. LW to advise Sonya.

EXISTING MEMORIAL STONES ALREADY IN PLACE TO SHOW
EXAMPLES OF GRANITE AND NABRESINA

PETER MOORHOUSE & PRESTWICH – BOTH NABRESINA

THE IMAGE BELOW SHOWS NABRESINA IN 2013 AND THEN AGAIN IN 2020 WITH THE WEARING

GILLIAN NOYELLE - GRANITE

Statement of Significance
Guidance on completing this form can be found on the ChurchCare website at
http://www.churchcare.co.uk/churches/guidance-advice/statements-of-significance-need

This document must be accompanied by the Standard Information Form 1A

Section 1: Brief history and description of the church building(s),
contents, churchyard and setting

Section 2: The significance of the church (including its contents and
churchyard) in terms of:
i) Its special architectural and historical interest
ii) Any significant features of artistic or archaeological interest
Please state if you have taken expert advice to help you define the significance, and
from whom.

Section 3: Assessment of the impact of the proposals on the significance
defined in Section 2

Statement of Needs
Guidance on completing this form can be found on the ChurchCare website at
http://www.churchcare.co.uk/churches/guidance-advice/statements-of-significance-need

This document must be accompanied by the Standard Information Form 1A
Section 1. General information

Section 2. What do you need?
A new faculty to allow Honed Lunar Granite in addition to the Nabresina (and to
deal with some existing laid stones which are already granite). This application is
made on behalf of the PCC to cover any ashes memorials in the New Garden of
Remembrance, past and future.

Section 3. The proposals
Application for a new faculty.

Section 4. Why do you need it and why do you need it now?
The PCC have approved that families should have the choice of these two stones for
memorials, rather than being restricted to Nabresina only. The durability of the
Nabresina stone is not has hard wearing as granite. There is also a higher financial
impact to the families who are purchasing the ashes memorial when restricted to
Nabresina. The need now is to ensure that existing granite stones which are laid are
allowed to legally remain and that a clear faculty is in place for all future memorial
applications to adhere to.

Section 5. Justification
No likely harm of significance will be seen with this change. The public will benefit
from this new faculty by having two choices of stone instead of one and clear
documented guidelines.

